
DAILY  HOMEWORK FOR CLASS-3  
 DATE-15/09/2020  
  
 ENGLISH LANGUAGE  
  
1.Identify the kinds of adjective and write their name . 
1. I have two pencils.  
2.He is an honest man.  
3.I need some water. 
4.My aunt is fifty years old. 
********* 
 Video- Adjective. part-1  
********* 
 ENGLISH LITERATURE  
Write: Write poem 'Just Imagine ' and its word meaning given on page No.40& 41 in your H.W register. 
 
 *HINDI: 
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(On a file Page or A4 sheet) 
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 MATHS:-  
Write the definition of Order Property and Multiplicative Property of 1.( Properties of Multiplication) from the given 
video. 
 
********* 
 Video Chapter 7 Multiplication Part 12  
********* 
 
 *SCIENCE-  
Chapter 8 ( Houses and Clothes) 
Read chapter properly and underline difficult words , write hindi meanings in book. 
 
********* 
 Video- Chapter-8 .Part 1  
********* 
 



 SST  
Assignment for Term - 1 
Q 1. The solar system is also called ___ 
(a) solar family (b) big family ( c) sun family 
Q 2. The __ is the only source of heat and light. 
(a) moon (b) star (c) sun 
Q 3. __ is called Blue planet.  
(a) Earth (b) Sun (c) Stellite 
Q 4. The __ is the centre of the solar system. 
( a) Sun (b) Mars (c) Saturn  
Q 5 . The biggest planet of the solar system is ___. 
(a) Venus (b ) Jupiter (c) Mars  
Q 6. ___is the closest planet to the sun. 
(a) Mercury (b) Earth (c) Neptune 
Q 7. Mars is also called ___planet. 
( a) green (b) blue (c) red 
Q 8. ___ is called the "Morning and evening star". 
(a) Venus (b) Jupiter (c) Saturn 
Q 9 . Uranus appears __in colour due to the cold methane gas. 
(a)  blue - green (b) blue - white (c) blue -  red  
Q 10. The sun is the center of the solar system . It has _ planets revolving around it.  
( a) 9 (b) 8 (c) 10 
 
 
Ans 1-a ,2- c, 3-a, 4-a,5-b, 6-a, 7--c, 8- a , 9- a , 10- b 
 
 COMPUTER:-  
Revision 
Write two times in register and learn also. 
Fill in the blanks- 
1.Computer is an___ machine. 
2.Computer can ____a large amount of information. 
3.____display all the document and information. 
4._____is output device of a computer. 
5.___is called brain of a computer. 
  
 LEARN* 
  
 ENGLISH LANGUAGE*  
1.Learn the definition of adjective and its kinds. 
 
 ENGLISH LITERATURE  
Learn: learn poem Just Imagine and word meaning. 
 
 HINDI:-  

                            

 
 MATHS:-  
Learn the definition.  
 
 COMPUTER:-  
Learn as given above.  
 



 SCIENCE   
Learn the written  work as given above.  
 
 SST  
1. Learn the written work as given above. 


